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A general cost model for an educational institution is
formulated. This model is developed by applying classical
Leontieff input-output procedures in a situation where mul-
tiple outputs and resource inputs exist. The expansion of
the classical Leontieff model to the tableau format of the
"Electric" Five Year Defense Plan is presented. The general
assumptions relating to input-output models are presented
and analyzed in the general educational setting. To provide
an example of possible uses of the model, it is applied to
the Naval Postgraduate School and limited empirical results
are presented. Shortcomings revealed during this first em-
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recent increased use of input-output models as pre-
dictive cost models has resulted in a growing interest
about the interworkings o£ these type models. This thesis
represents the author's research in support o£ the current
efforts of several professors at the Naval Postgraduate
School relating to conceptual studies being conducted by
the Department of the Navy and the Naval Postgraduate
School. The two study areas most directly related to this
effort are the Navy's (OP-96) construction of an input-
output cost model for the Navy and Marine Corps and the
Postgraduate School's requirement for a better tool to aid
tiie o ClioOx s inanagers m ciic prcuiCi^ion <jx Liit; rtitjuur^-cs
required for the operation of the School. Thus it is of
value to develop an input-output cost model of such a size
and complexity that it is possible to apply the model to
an organization and analyze the results. Proceeding thus
relates directly to the Navy's studies and may in fact re-
sult in procedures that can be adapted for use at the Post-
graduate School. The actual model construction should lead
to a better understanding, and thus increase knowledge,
relative to the development of model parameters, means of
aggregation of variables, interpretation of variables, and
other such areas.
It is envisioned presently that the total research ef-
fort will be separated into two phases. Phase ^ will be

directed at the general development of procedures for the
use of input-output techniques in cost modelling and to
attempt a first empirical application of these procedures
to a specific organization. The application of the input-
output technique should lead to the development of and
possible interpretation of a specific set of variables,
definition of measures of output and input, and the gather-
ing and use of actual data in a first attempt at empirical
application. The final stages of phase I will be devoted
to using the forecasting errors , experience developed in
constructing the model
,
and any subsequent developments
which occur outside the Naval Postgraduate School to devel-
op appropriate additional research strategies for refinement
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specifically relates to phase I of the total research ef-
fort.
To support the research strategy outlined above, it
was decided to develop a general input-output cost model
for an educational institution and then to attempt to ap-
ply the procedures specifically to the Naval Postgraduate
School. This approach was chosen since, as already men-
tioned, the Postgraduate School was interested in devel-
oping a better means of forecasting resource requirements,
the School was of such a size that it was believed that
an input-output model (for the Postgraduate School) would




It is intended that phase II will be concerned with
looking at different operational time periods (the initial
period was the fiscal year) for the model, specifically
a quarter (or twelve week) time period which is the time
frame in which the Postgraduate School actually operates;
the effect of applying different rules in the aggregation
of variables; and the feasibility of using the model- to
assist the Postgraduate School with its segmentation prob-
lem. The segmentation problem is the grouping of students
into sections or classes for instructional purposes. The
only portion of this thesis relating to phase II directly
is the final chapter.
Since the primary objective of this thesis results in
an educational institution it seems appropriate to provide
a brief discussion relating to the economics of education.
In general, study within the area of educational economics
has been directed in two primary areas. The first area
has been concerned principally with the analysis of the
economic value of education. Efforts in this field have
related to determination of the contribution of education
to economic growth through investigation of the impact of
schooling on labor productivity, occupational mobility,
and distribution of income. The second area of interest
has been concerned with the analysis and description of
the economic aspects of educational systems. This latter
area has required the study of the internal efficiency of

the school and the relations between the costs of educa-
tion and the financing of these costs.
^
The educational cost model developed in this thesis
in the context of the educational economics just discussed
is related to the second area of interest. It is, however,
often necessary to consider the economic value of education
as the first step in the economic analysis of an education-
al system. This sequence is essential as it is an output
value that is measured ultimately in the application of
input-output methods. In many cases, as discussed in the
following chapter, the output measure is in fact a "value-
added" or "net-benefit" measure that occurs in conjunction
with the .educational process. This analytic description
of the school will aliovj school ndminls Lraturi; and acadeniic
planning councils to analyze the cost and resource implica-
tions of alternative levels and mixes of faculty, students,
facilities, and other resources available to the school.
The next chapter, Chapter II, is a discussion of
various approaches to the general modelling of educational
institutions. It is included to provide information on
current and past research and to discuss some of the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of various approaches. This
chapter provides survey information for users relating to
other types of educational models. Chapter III contains
a discussion of the applicable mechanics of input-output
1






analysis and presents the development of the general cost
model. This chapter, Chapter III, further contains a dis-
cussion of the assumptions relating to the model , either
in the general case or in a specific application such as
to the Naval Postgraduate School, and a discussion of one
means of validation. Chapter IV contains the specific
application of the procedures to the Naval Postgraduate
School. The final chapter contains a summary of this
author's research effort and some suggested research areas
for future work. Thus the final chapter primarily relates
to areas to be considered in phase II of the total research
effort. It should be noted, however, that some of the
items discussed in this final chapter are relevant to re-






The degree of complexity of educational models varies
from simple aggregate average cost models to complete simu-
lations of the educational institution. In the simplest
case, an average cost per student per year, quarter, credit
hour, or such is computed. These averages are based on
aggregating the entire faculty of an academic department
and all students taught by that same faculty into two cat-
egories, faculty and students. This aggregation means the
loss of information such as explicit identification of stu-
dents by degree levels such as B.S., B.A., or M.S. Also
lost is delineation of specific faculty departmental in-
sLruct-LOii lo particular stuueriL aegree areas such as LliC
number of classroom instruction hours provided by a mathe-
matics department to mechanical engineering students, so-
ciology students, or management students. In computing
the average cost per student in this manner the overhead
costs associated with the educational institution are gen-
erally computed on a pro-rata share. These costs relate
to such things as janitorial services, repair and mainte-
nance of facilities, library and computer center opera-
tions, or the provision of medical and dental services.
The shortcoming of this type of approach results from a
failure to delineate explicitly the many interrelations
that exist among the various academic depaitments , the stu-
dents, and the educational support activities such as
12

libraries, computer facilities, and other similar type ac-
tivities. In this context the average cost per student
fails to provide the schvZ'ol administration vith a tool to
aid in planning or decision making. The only value of such
average cost figures would therefore seem to be as a device
to indicate changes in total student educational costs on
a year to year basis. Any in-depth analysis of where or
why major changes have occurred still requires a detailed,
and hence non-aggregated, investigation of the components
which comprise the total average cost.
A second type of educational model is designed to mea-
sure the "value-added" or "net-benefit" between the input
and output of the system. One approach to analyzing educa-
tional models of this type is to consider a scliool to be
structured into demand elements and service units which are
linked together through a set of rules and operating pro-
cedures which describe the transformation of an input into
an output. The demand element can most easily be identified
by considering the function or purpose of the educational
institution. One goals structure, or objective, for a school
discussed by Hamelman and Mazze consists of three broad cat-
egories for the classification of output of a school. In
this classification scheme the school's outputs are consid-
ered to be classroom, instruction, research by the academic
departments, and community service activities.^ This structure
^Hamelman, P. W. , and Mazze, E. M. , A Sy? "r ems View of a




paper presented at Eastern Academy of Managemeni.
Meeting, University of Massachusetts, April 1970.
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is used in this thesis. Specific examples of output mea-
sures for this goals structure might include the number of
students at various degree levels (B.S., M.S., Ph.D.) or
within academic discipline areas (Math, Engineering,
Physics); the number of published articles, honorary awards,
or possibly the amount of reference made to a faculty mem-
ber in the literature; and services relating to medical,
dental, or counseling problems. The service units can be
classified primarily as the resources available to the
school less the students. Thus the faculty, classrooms,
laboratories, grants, and other such resources comprise
the service population. It is possible for a student to
be an element of this population as well as the demand
popuiotion. Some simple examples of this are interns, stu-
dent nurses, or teaching assistants. Rules and operating
procedures serve two distinct purposes in the present con-
text. First, they provide 'the guidelines and directions
for the allocation and assignment of the service units to
the demand population. An example of this function is the
specification and sequencing of courses required for the
award of different degrees. Second, the specification of
rules and procedures is necessary for measuring and evalu-
ating system performance. The requirement to pass success-
fully a comprehensive examination prior to the award of a
degree might be an example of a means of evaluating the ed-
ucational institution's performance. Educatioi al planning
models which employ this concept (value-added) ;an be clas-
sified gen2rally into one of four basic functional areas.
14

Enrollment population models include information re-
lating to the number and types of students. This informa-
tion may be as general as the number of students at the
B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. level or as specific as the number of
students at the M.S. level in mathematics specializing in
boolean algebra and numbers of students in other academic
areas with the same amount of specificity. Also included
in this area is information relating to the dynamics of
student-flow through the educational institution. Manda-
tory subjects and acceptable elective sequences required
for the award of a specific degree represent an example of
this type of flow-dynamics.
Resource requirements models are used to forecast the
classrooms, laboratories, funds, and the like. The deter-
mination of the appropriate level is based upon current and
projected student input and any other changes in the school's
goals structure such as increased research effort or expan-
ded services to society.
Allocation and sclieduling of resources models are used
to accomplish the linking of the demand elements and service
units. One side of this process contains all the students
and their respective course requirements while the other
side includes the classrooms, laboratories, and instructors
available to the school to accomplish its mission. Indi-
vidual preferences of students as related to sequencing and
class times may be allowed to a certain extent. In the same
15

manner the individual preferences of faculty members may
be expressed, and school policies relating to class sizes,
classroom and laboratory utilization, and other similar
administrative matters may be inserted into the process.
The eventual output of this process is a schedule for the
students and faculty.
The final functional area for an educational planning
model in the present context is related to the evaluation
of the system performance. These models are used for review
of specific educational programs, strategies, or system con-
figuration. They are in a sense "yardsticks" in that they
serve to compare an actual accomplishment or output with
that which was projected as being desired. In other words
4- r» <^ V V i-> -J \ V* t.-* <-• £i r-* I- 't / • /% rt. r* ' t »^ T i« ^ . r » l-\ <;\ ^ »..*:. ^'a t-^ -1 *' C '"l 1 -^ '? •"» "t I f'H i"* • j II < 1 1
forecast. These models also include related cost-benefit
and cost-effectiveness measures in the evaluation scheme.
The analysis of educational planning models in the
manner just described is being investigated by the Western
Higher Education Institutions and Agencies. The basic de-
sign of their model includes submodules for student instruc-
tion, research, and external service.^ Each of these submodules
uses faculty, physical facilities, supplies and equipment,
research, external service activities, library, and other
academic services as system inputs. The difference between
^A submodule is a grouping of those activities of the
institution that comprise one element of the g' :1s structure
for the scliool. Each submodule is a complete ntity and
hence a major component of the total model.
16

the value of the input and the value o£ the output is con-
sidered to be the "value-added" or "net-benefit" to the
student, knov;ledge
, or society.'* The strength of a system
of this nature is that it provides a complete model or
description of the interrelations of the educational in-
stitution when all submodules are linked together through
an executive or control system. The complex nature of the
functions that must be accomplished in describing student
enrollment, determining resource requirements, allocating
and scheduling resources, and evaluating system performance
makes it extremely unlikely that this type of model can
ever be implemented without the aid of a computer.^ /
A similar, though more extensive model, is being de-
veloped by the University of Tt;xas with their "Project
Generalized University Model. "^ It is anticipated that
"^Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education
draft copy. Subject: A Proposal to Design and Implement
a. Management Information System with Common Pat a Elements
for Ivestern HigJier Education Institutions and~T. ^^cncie s
,
1 February 1968.
^An excellent example of the magnitude of this problem,
to include discussion of the computer programming effort,
has been prepared by the Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
The reader is referred to -
Lee, Sang M., and Clayton, Edward R. , A Goal Program -
ming Model for Academic Planning , Working Paper Number 27
of the Department of Business Administration Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University prepared for presen-
tation at the Eleventh American Meeting of the Institute
of Management Sciences, Los Angeles, California, October 1970
^University of Texas Graduate School of Business final
report. Project Genera l ized University Model P; ise III
,
by
T. W. Ruefli and others, November 1969.
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this study will lead to a simulation of the entire univer-
sity. It is currently planned that the simulation will
consist of flow models to represent passage of items
through an educational process, tactical models to deal
with operational decisions, and planning models which will
be primarily long-range but will be capable of handling
problems that may develop on a day to day basis. The flow
models will represent student, faculty, and facilities.
The tactical models will accomplish such actions as assign-
ment of faculty and students to courses, facility assignment,
administrative functions relating to admission, continuance
and probation, operational budget actions, and computer
scheduling. Finally the planning models will relate to
financial afiairs, tacility usage, design of jiow university
facilities, expansion of existing facilities, curriculums,
research, personnel actions, land-use, organizational
structure, and portfolio management. The flow models,
though primarily concerned v/ith the present situation, can
be designed to project into the future. Tactical models
will consider the ensuing time period, and planning models
will be future -oriented with a limited capability to deal
with problems that arise on a daily basis. ^ The complexity
and detail of this system equals or exceeds that of the
first system discussed in every aspect. Current plans




magnitude of the effort expended in the development of
this system has been significant.® It is doubtful that
many institutions can afford to expend the time, money,
and talent to develop such a detailed and complete model
of their activities. The final product, as in the pre-
vious case, will be a total system model of the univer-
sity and its various activities.
Application of input-output procedures provides a
possible alternative approach to the modelling of an ed-
ucational institution. These procedures allow measurement
of outputs in terms of classroom instruction, research,
and public service and provide explicit delineation of
the interactive relations that exist in the school.^ In
contrast to the two systems just discussed it is not nec-
essary that this approach be computerized although it may
be. Extensive research on the use of input-output pro-
cedures for cost modelling has been conducted within the
8
The labors expended by the University of Texas have
included the efforts (part time in some cases) of one
dean, two full professors, one project director (an as-




The three output areas listed here are those previous
ly mentioned in conjunction with a school's goals structure
These are not the only outputs that may be used but are
considered to be representative of most output measures.
The interactive relations of a school refer to the as-
sociations among the various academic departments, support
elements such as libraries, and outputs.
19

Department of Defense. These efforts have included the
actual construction of input-output models for some De-
partment of Defense activities as early as 1969.^° Since
this time the Army has constructed an input-output model
which was used in conjunction with the February 1971 ten-
tative fiscal guidance and for construction of computer
tapes used in conjunction with program objective memoranda
exercises. Also, the Center for Naval Analysis is present-
ly building an input-output model for the Navy (to include
the Marine Corps) . This model will be used by the Navy
in future planning exercises. Information relating to
the status of input-output usage within the Army and the
Navy has been obtained through communications between
the auLiior and Army oificiais.
The adaptation of the input-output procedures devel-
oped within the Department of Defense to the formulation
of a cost model for an educational institution requires,
for the most part, only minor changes to the existing
standard input-output framework. These procedures, in-
put-output, do not provide the extensive total system
model being investigated by the Western Higher Education
Institutions and Agencies or the University of Texas.
They do, however, provide a means for developing possibly
better cost forecasts by those school administrations
1
Proceedings of the Fourth Annual Depart ent of De-
fense Cost Research Symposium, The Marine Cor ' Cost





that are not able to devote the resources to the develop-
ment of a total system. In this context the input-output
model is considered to be a possible replacement for the
costing procedures presently used by an educational in-
stitution. The mechanics of application of input-output
procedures and their use in construction of a cost model
for the Naval Postgraduate School will be the subject of
the remainder of this thesis.
21

III. THE GENERAL MODEL AND RELATED INPUT -OUTPUT MATHEMATICS
Cost models may be categorized broadly as being of a
descriptive or prescriptive nature based upon the purpose
or goal of the model, the structure of the model, the ap-
plied use of the model, and other related items. Within
this general framework it is useful to classify these
models in terms of their basic use. One such classifica-
tion scheme or taxonomy has been proposed by C. R. Jones,
and will be used in the following discussion. ^ ^ This
taxonomy identifies a cost model as being a model of pure
logical consistency, pure explanation, pure prediction,
or causal-explanation prediction. A model of pure logi-
caJL consistency omy ueais Vvicn Ciic hkjcicx s j-ugj-Cci-i. v^oii-
sistency. It addresses the question of whether or not
certain "things" logically lead to certain other "things."
There are no empirical tests required to check this type
of model. A model of pure explanation of existing obser-
vations portrays an existing set of observations. The
average cost per student model discussed in the early part
of Chapter II is representative of this type of model.
These models are often of a statistical nature and hence
empirical verification procedures do exist. Tlie pure pre-
diction model generates forecasts or predictions for a
^^ Jones, C. R. , A Taxonomy for Naval Forc e Level an d
St ructure Mo de 1
s
,
working papers Naval Postgra uate School,
Department of Operations Research and Administ .itive
Sciences, Monterey, California, April 1971.
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subsequent time period. Empirical verification of this
class of models may be accomplished by comparison of fore-
cast and realized observations. The educational institu-
tion cost model presented in this thesis is a member of
this class of models. Specific reference to verification
of the school model will be presented later in this Chap-
ter. The final class of models, causal-explanation pre-
diction, represents the most sophisticated type of model
within this taxonomy. This model is again a predictive
model. However, in this case, prediction is based on an
understanding of the existing process in terms of caus-
ality.'^^ It is hoped that input-output models of the
type proposed in this thesis will pass from the pure pre-
diction class to the causal - explanation prediction class
when scientific knowledge progresses to the stage that it
is possible to physically describe the process being an-
alyzed. This author believes it is presently questionable
if any existing cost model can be considered to be a mem.-
ber of this class. This brief discussion of classification
schemes has been included to present a general framework
that relates to the basic uses of cost models. The remain-
der of this Chapter will relate to the use of a modified
Leontieff input-output model as a pure predictive cost
model for an educational institution.
^
^As used here causality is taken to mean that it is
possible to relate an outcome to the interacti :i of one or
more variables. A much more extensive discuss in is con-





The classical Leontieff input-output model consists of
three basic elements. A square matrix is used to represent
the industrial classification of an economy. Each row of
this matrix contains the amount of a particular industry's
final product that is used as input for producing the final
product of the industry in question and all other industries
in the economy. A single row vector is used to denote the
amount of a single primary factor (input), such as labor .
required by each industry in the economy. Finally, a column
vector is used to provide the amount of exogenous demand
that exists for each final product. ^^ As a simplified ex-
ample, consider a two-industry economy in which industry
one produces electricity and industry two produces steel.
IX x. • u-ciiOlcS cne quaTiciLy or HjIc i- * inciUji-ry s Xj-uai pro-
duct required by the j th industry, then x, . represents the
amount of electricity required in the production of elec-
tricity and X, y represents the amount of electricity used
in the production of steel. In a physical sense x-, , rep-
resents the electricity used to operate the lights and other
electrical devices in the dams, steelmills, and other rela-
ted activities of the two industries. In a similar manner,
x^, and Xyy represent the amount of steel used in construc-
tion and related activities in the electricity and steel
industries respectively. Together x, , , x-, 2 , ^71 » ^^'^ ^22
1
3
Dorfman, Robert, Samuelson, P. A., and Solow, R. M.,
Linear Programming and Economic Analysis
,




form the square matrix described above. Since this example
is a two-industry economy the amount of labor required can
be represented by x^^ and x^^ and the exogenous demand for
final products by d^ and d^. Figure 1 depicts the general
model for an n- industry economy.
The cost model used for the educational institution is
an expansion of the classical model just discussed and por-
trayed in Figure 1. In the model for the school the single
vector of exogenous demand is expanded to include a vector
for each output of the school. For the goals structure
presented in Chapter II this means there will be a series
of vectors for the outputs of student instruction, research,
and contributions to society. Also, the single primary fac-
tor f input) of labor is replaced by budgetary iniorjiiati-on
relating to manpower and expenditures. This model (of the
school) is composed of four sub-elements and is depicted
as shown in Figure 2. Section I of the Figure is the tra-
ditional square matrix depicting the interrelations of the
school. It lists, for example, the amount of support pro-
vided by the library or computer center to the academic
departments, administrative units, and all other elements
that make up the school. This support may be measured in
terms of designated work units such as number of issues or
number of jobs processed or it may be measured in terms of
the amount of time devoted to accomplishing work tasks for
a particular element. All elements of the school required
for the production of output arc portrayed as - row and a
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Figure 2. Schematic of the School Model.
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Figure contains a series of column vectors, one for each
output of the school. Each of these vectors contains in-
formation relating to the amount of input required in pro-
ducing a given level of output. This portion of the model
thus depicts the exogenous demands for the open model as
mentioned above. Section III of the Figure represents the
expansion of Leontieff's primary factor of input. An entry
in this section corresponds to the expenditure of a certain
amount of funds or allocation of personnel spaces for the
applicable school element listed in the columns of Section
I of the model. Section IV of the Figure contains the same
budgetary- type information for expenditures and manpower
allocation related to the outputs of the production process,
Consideration of the type of information contained in Sec-
tions III and IV of the model reveals that these Sections
represent, respectively, the indirect and direct costs of
operating the school. Those familiar with the current con-
struction of force-cost models within the Department of De-
fense will recognize immediately that this tableau (Figure
2) is of the form of the so-called "Electric" Five-Year De-
fense Plan.^'* The manner in which a school is cast into
this specific tabular form will be postponed until the as-
sumptions related to the model and the mathematics applica-
ble to the input-output model are presented. This approach
^"^The term, tableau, will be used in the remainder of
this thesis to denote an input-output model of the configu-
ration shown in Figure 2.
28

is taken since the constraints imposed as a result o£ the
assumptions relating to the model and the applicable mathe-
matics directly affect the school's tabular formulation.
It is important to remember that the model depicted in
Figure 2 has simply replaced the single output and single
primary factor of input of Figure 1 with a vector in each
case. Hence, all the traditional assumptions relating to
Leontieff input-output models remain applicable in the
modified configuration of Figure 2. These assumptions re-
late to output measures, returns to scale, and the trans-
formation process of inputs into outputs. Each element in
Section I of Figure 2 is assumed to have a single output
measure. Examples of appropriate measures for a school
mignt inciUQe tne amounr or cuiiipucci' tiiiie furnislied oy a
computer activity to other school elements, the amount of
classroom or laboratory contact hours expended by an aca-
demic department, or the number of issues and external
transactions completed by a library. With reference to
returns to scale, it is assumed tliat these arc constant.
This means that if all inputs are doubled, tripled, or in-
creased k-fold, then all outputs are increased by the same
respective amounts. Finally, the transformation of inputs
into outputs is assumed to be accomplished in a linear
fashion and, even more importantly, it is assuned that the
input-output coefficients are constant. These assumptions
will be discussed in greater detail following the explana-
tion of the mathematics of the input -output mc el.
29

Figure 3 portrays the general tableau for a school
which has n-inputs, m-outputs, and il-categories of expen-
diture and manpower assets of interest. The tabular en-
tries are defined in Table I. To introduce the method
of VNforking with an input-output model the solution to the
two-industry economy problem previously introduced will
now be presented. For this example the solution procedure
deals with the problem of determining the appropriate level
of output for each of the two industries to operate at so
that production just satisfies the total demand for a final
product. In other words, equilibrium exists in this two-
industry economy when the total outputs of industry one
and two are in balance in the sense that just enough of
each is produced to satisxy Dotn tne rmax tioiiiaua aiic: uiit;
input requirements for each product. Again, in the general
case, the two -industry economy becomes an n-industry econ-
omy and the rest of the above discussion remains the same.
Proceeding with the solution to the two -industry problem
let x, and X2 represent the total output requirement of in-
dustry one and two respectively. These quantities are row
sums in terms of Figure 1. From the discussion of the two-
industry economy and the assumptions relating to the input-
output model it follows that for each unit of tlie j^h
commodity produced a fixed input of the i^h commodity is
required. In other words, a unit output respectively of
electricity or steel requires a fixed input of electricity
and steel. These fixed requirements are the constant in-
,
put-outpul coefficients referred tj in the final assumption
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Table I. Definition of Tabular Entries for Figure 3
SX. . level of input from the i'^h activity to the j th
^^ activity.
M. total intermediate requirement for the i'^h ac-
tivity's input. This is consumed within the
school
.
GU., level of input from the ith activity to the
kth output
.
N. ' total final requirement for the i^h activity's
input. This is consumed by an output activity.
X. total requirement for the i'th activity's input.
This is the sum of M. and N. , the intermediate
and final requirements.
BX . level of resource t required to produce the j"th
•' output
0. total interm.ediate requirement for the t't^ re-
source .
DL^^, level of resource t required to produce the k^h
output'tk
P total final requirement for the t'th resource.
E. total requirement for the t'^^ resource. This is the
sum of and P
,
the intermediate and final re-
quirement for tne tth resource.
































































































































relating to the model. These coefficients for this problem
are a^-,^ - x^^/x^, a^^ x^^/x^, a.^^ x^-^/x^, and a^^ -
Xoo/x^. In general these coefficients are defined by a..22 2 '' ij




^1 = ^11^1 " ^12^2 " ^1
^2 ^21^1 "^ ^22^2 "^ ^2
Proceeding to solve these two equations yields
:
d, = (1-a,-) ^12^'^2
^2 " "^21^1 "" ^-^'^22-^^2-




This last expression can be more compactly written as
(I-A)x = d 1 5
Direct solution of this last result for x completes the problem,
1 5
This type notation will be used throughout the re-_
mainder of this thesis. A will denote the matrix [a.ij ] , x the
vector of outputs, d the vector of exogenous demands, and I
the identity matrix,
1 • • •
1 • • •
1 • • •
I

and it follows that x = (I-A) 3".^^ It can be seen that the
appropriate level of output for each of the two industries
is uniquely determined for a given exogenous demand.
The solution of the mathematical problem portrayed in
Figure 3 is the determination of a budget forecast, an E
vector as defined in Table I, for a given output level and
mix. The solution to this problem is basically the same
as the solution to the classical two-industry economy
Leontieff problem just discussed. The only changes occur
as a result of having a vector of outputs that determines
the exogenous demand and a two -component primary input
which specifies dollar expenditures in addition to person-
nel or labor inputs. The first step of the solution is
the determination of tlic total lequiremeiit ior the i^^'- ac-
tivity's input. This is determined by using historical
budgetary data for a known output level and mix. Once
this has been determined the input requirements for any
other output level and mix may be determined. The second
step of the solution simply involves the use of the now
1 6
The question of the existence of a matrix inverse
is always of concern. It has been shown that when a. .>0
and ^ "^•'"
.|, a..< 1 (i,j = 1,2,. ..,n) then the inverse of
the matrix [I-a..] will exist. The first condition will
always be satisfied as the physical process considered in
this thesis requires that the aij be non-negative for all
i and j . The second condition may or may not be satisfied
for any particular institution, and can be verified only
after the school has been cast in the format o ^ this
model . See
R. M. Solow, "On the Structure of Linear Models,"
Econometrica
,
v. 20, p. 29-46, January 1952.
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kno^vTi input requirements in determining the total inter-
mediate and final resource requirements. From Figure 3
and Table I it may be seen that X. = M. + N. or,
n m
X. = y SX. . + V GL.-
j=l k=l






I SX.. = Y. hi '^j (i = 1.2. ••-."}
m m




^i =T^ij ^j ^ I ^ik Lk Cfor i = l,2,,..,n). (1)
j = l k=l









Now, by denoting the identity matrix [I]
,
the solution of




















1 7 This expression may be written in this manner since x.
is used tc^ denote the transpose of x

IJ ik












This completes the first step of the solution as Equation
(3) provides the expression for solving for the activity in-
put requirements for a desired output level and mix. Now
returning once again to Figure 3 and this time looking at
the lower portion of the model it is evident that E =
0. + P. . This is more clearly expressed as,
n m









Z ^tk ^ Z °tk ^k f^^^^ ^ ^ 1,2,...,£)
k=l k=l
Substitution of this identity relation yields,
n m (4)
^t = Z ^j ^j ' Z ^k H (fo^ t = 1,2,...,£)
j=l k=l
Once again expressing this result as in the development of











Substitution o£ the expression for X. determined in Equation
















nxn . nxm mxl
Equation (6) provides the value o£ the total indirect resource
requirement, the first term, and total direct resource require-
ment, the second term. Equation (1) and (4) are in actual-
ity the result of a normalization process that may be derived




and .E, S.. X. are two equivalent ways of expressing
Liiv^ ocLiilw jito-CiXyt vv-^L-cwx pj.wv.ltA\^L duvLy t-iiwxtJj-vyxwj -i.^^ iii«Uc>L Uw
n n
that .Z, SX. . = .S, S.. X.. Eliminating the summations in3=1 ij 3=1 13 3 ^
the last expression and equating the products, term by term,
yields SX. . = S.. X.. From this result, it follows that
S^. = (SX^^j/X.); in similar fashion, G^j^ = (GL^j^/L^) , B^. =
(BX ./X.), and D j, = (DL j,/Lj^) . A review of Equations (3)
and (6) and Table I shows that it is these expressions that
are used in the calculation of total activity input require-
ments and subsequent computation of total resource require-
ments. Figure 4 portrays the condition of the tableau after
these calculations. At this stage of solution, the indivi-
dual entries in the tableau have been reduced to the unit level
^®The reader is reminded that x. is simpl. the transpose
of X. . -^
37




































of activity, or normalized, for a given level and mix. From
n m
Figure 3 it can be observed that X. = .Z. SX. . + , Z, GL.,
„ r^
1 1=1 ij k=l ik
n m -^ •'
and E. =
-gi
^^t " ^ k=l ^^tk ' Substitution of the normalized
results just determined produces Equations (1) and (4)
.
The remainder of this Chapter v/ill be devoted to a dis-
cussion relating to the application of the general model to
the school and comments on the assumptions relating to the
model. The structure of the school is actually contained
in the matrix of Section I of the model. This part of the
model must contain all those elements that contribute either
directly or indirectly to the production of output if the
interrelations among the activities are to give a true pic-
ture of hovv the school functions. The only constraint on
the detail presented in this Section of the model is tliy
level to which the input elements may be meaningfully dis-
aggregated. Theoretically, at least, it would be possible
to list every person associated with the school as a separate
input. However, this author is of the opinion that the ex-
penses incurred in collecting and maintaining data such as
this vv'ould make such an approach of questionable value. For
the most part the inputs of the educational institution list-
ed in this Section of the model will be identified easily.
They will include such activities as libraries, computer
facilities, academic departments, medical facilities, admin-
istrative activities and on and on. These input activities
should be found listed as individual entries in the school's
budget. The first assumption relating to the input-output
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model requires that there be a single output measure for
each of the activities listed in the model. Hence, there
must be a single output measure for each of the school
activities contained in Section I of the model. These out-
put measures provide the data for the model; they are the
initial SX. . entries listed in the tableau depicted in
Figure 3. It is not uncommon to find that a school has
not defined activity output measures. It would be nice to
have, for example, the number of pieces of paper processed
by an administrative department for itself and each of the
remaining school activities or to know the number of issues,
search requests, or orders processed by the library for each
element of the school. In the absence of defined output mea-
sures it IS always possiDie (^aiso oxten ncccssaryj Lo I'esoit
to the use of manhour data available in budget or other man-
agement related reports. If the manhour data is available
only as an activity total then the total must be apportioned
to the remaining school elements. This may be done, for ex-
ample, by using such a procedure as spreading the total time
expended by a payroll section based upon the percentage of
total employment for each school activity. A different but
equally useful alternative is the identification and use of
proxy measures for the entries. This procedure is often nee
essary when it is impossible to produce or gather any data
that can be used to represent realistically the amount of
input an activity provides itself and all other input ele-
ments. The proxy measures are usually obtainc from a
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budgetary or other management- type report. An example
might be the decision to use the number of faculty mem-
bers as the initial input coefficients for library or
computer facility inputs to other school activities . ^
^
Section I of the model portrays the explicit and the im-
plicit decision rules relating to the school. The ex-
plicit rules are displayed in such ways as faculty to
staff ratio or faculty to graduate research assistant ratio
being set by the dean or academic council, faculty degree
levels necessary to maintain accreditation, or desired
faculty to student ratios. Implicit decision rules relate
primarily to internal operations. Examples include the
provision of secretarial support, operation of duplicating
or printing facilities, or janitorial and custodial support.
In summary, it may be stated that Section I of the model
(with the addition of a student body) represents a micro-
cosm of the school.
The output section of the tableau. Section II of Fig-
ure 3, can be used to measure any form of end product de-
sired. These output measures might include such things as
numbers of faculty classroom contact hours for students in
a given area of study, faculty research effort in terms of
published articles, or time spent doing research work. They
1 9
The use of proxy input coefficients has been used in
Department of Defense research for construction of some of
their models. This approach has provided valu ible informa-
tion to the model builder. Results of initial tests using
this approach have been encouraging.
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may also be o£ the form of a value-added concept in terms of
measuring the contribution of education to economic growth.
In this Section, as in the first, the level of aggregation
could span the entire spectrum from listing each student,
faculty member, and all other school-connected outputs
through a listing by primary courses of study and interest
to a gross listing by degree area and faculty department
affiliation. Student output, for example, might be mea-
sured on an individual basis, by specialty within a given
level (B.S. in Education), or just by degree level (B.S.,
M.S., or Ph.D.). Research m.ight be categorized on an in-
dividual basis, by research areas of interest, or by aca-
demic department area. Once again it seems that the
practicality of mca^iui eiuent and data coiiection will re-
quire aggregation to the level of major courses of study
for students and primary area of research interest for
research conducted by faculty members.
The remaining two Sections, III and IV, of the model
will be discussed together as the level of aggregation for
them must be determined from consideration of the detail
expressed in Sections I and II. As expressed in Equation
(6) the row sums of Sections III and IV comprise the en-
tire school's budget. For this reason the categorization
of assets, monetary expenditures, and personnel should re-
flect the level of control built into the budget. The
level of aggregation here will therefore reflect the de-
cision maker's perception of the amount of control that
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he must exercise over the school. Again explicit decision
rules may be indicated by the development of ratios or
minimum and maximum levels that determine the value of any
tabular entry in these Sections. ^°
Having completed the discussion relating to the ap-
plication of the model to the school, the assumptions re-
lating to the input-output model will now be discussed.
The first assumption relating to a single output for each
activity imposes no conceptual problems. Those activities
that in actuality do produce more than one output can be
handled by either forming a vector of outputs which would
be a listing of all outputs for all activities and there-
fore primarily composed of zeros for any one activity, or
by the disaggregation of an activity into m.ultinle activ-
ities each of which has a single output. The second assump-
tion relating to the existence of constant returns to scale,
as previously mentioned, means that if all inputs are
doubled, tripled, or increased k-fold then the outputs are
increased the same respective amount. The final assumption
relating to the constancy of the input-output coefficients
has been the subject of major criticism of the model. A
2
This may be accomplished by establishing the number
of professors of a given rank for an academic department or
determination of a faculty to student ratio, and then given
a student level the faculty size is determined. This last
example is drastically simplified as tenure, experience,
and other similar items must be considered also in any
hiring policy for a school.
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particularly good discussion relating to the constancy of
the coefficients is provided by Hatanaka.^^ This author
believes that certain portions of Hatanaka's criticism is
meant to be directed at a causal -explanation prediction
model. In view of the current state-of-the-art of input-
output cost models care should be exercised to consider
Hatanaka's comments in relation to the pure prediction
class of models
.
Hatanaka's first area of criticism relates to weak-
nesses resulting from ignoring certain factors considered
in production theory. He specifically categorizes short-
comings as being the result of ignoring or overlooking one
or more of five basic factors of production. First, the
ruodcl ignores tiic occLirrenct; of price substitution. Price
substitution, however, is a very real phenomenon and choice
among alternative inputs is very dependent on relative in-
put prices. Second, no accounting is made for economies
or diseconomies of scale for inputs which are consumed by
output elements. Third, certain factors of production which
are outside the model are ignored. This criticism results
from a failure of the model to account for such things as
capital stock or depletion of natural resources. Fourth,
the model fails to account for joint production. This short
coming results from the establishment of a single output
2 1
Hatanaka, Michio, The Workability of In ' ut-Output
Analysis
, p. 47-60, Fachverlag Fur V;irtschaf si orie Und
Okonometri.^ Ludwigshafen Am Rliein, 1960.
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measure for each of the model's input elements. An example
of this joint production is the medical intern or resident.
As a doctor this man is himself an output of the system,
yet as an intern or resident he contributes to the system's
contribution to society or the community. Fifth, and last,
the model fails to account for technological progress dur-
ing the time-frame under consideration. This relates to
the inability of the school model to account for or include
innovative changes that relate to the variables and data
used in construction of the model.
A second area of criticism relates to weaknesses that
may occur as a result of the manner in which the model is
constructed. Difficulties may arise as a result of the
manner in which activities are defined and can be affected
by the times when the data are measured. The result, as
Hatanaka points out, can be that the input-output coeffi-
cients may change as a result of the manner in which the
model is aggregated, or as a result of a change in the
mixture of old and new production procedures. To visualize
the effect of the manner of aggregation assume that there
are in fact two constant coefficients. If these coeffi-
cients are added during aggregation of the model there
is no longer any reason to assume that the constancy of
the individual coefficients has been maintained. The mixing
of old and new production procedures can be clearly illus-
trated by considering an industrial firm that is faced with
a reduction of demand for its product. Assume, for the
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purposes of this example, that this industry does in fact
operate an old and a new production process in producing
its output. IVhen the industry's sales drop, it will un-
doubtedly cut back on production by the old process.
IVhen business improves, and sales begin to increase again,
the firm will probably choose to expand by increasing its
new process rather than restarting the old process. The
end result will be that the relative proportions of old
and new production lines have changed and hence the in-
put-output coefficients have changed. ^^ A final problem
may result from the way in which the model is built.
This relates to what Hatanaka calls the dilemma of ag-
gregation. This problem relates to the two-sided nature
of input -output , or the fad that we must study rhe ac-
tivity's providing role of furnishing its output as input
to an intermediate or final output activity and also the
activity's consuming role of using supplied inputs in the
production of output. Difficulties may occur in physical-
ly classifying inputs and outputs as the input-output
structure requires that an activity's consuming role clas-
sification be used in the determination of its classifica-
tion for providing its input to other activities. This
problem area should not present major problems in applying
2 2
It really does not matter which process is cut back
as the combinations available to the firm when business
picks up can still lead to a change in relativ' rates,
and hence a change in the coefficient values.
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input-output procedures for the construction of a school
cost model. However, consider for a moment an industrial
application of input-output modelling at the national
economy level. The magnitude of the problem using this
classification scheme to categorize all the industries
of that nation is apparent.
In closing this Chapter, the problem of validation of
a model such as this will be discussed briefly. There are
essentially two approaches that may be taken to determine
the ability of the model to provide accurate forecasts.
The difference in these approaches is related only to the
time period for which the predictions are made. One method
of prediction is to construct the model now and predict
- ^-, «- ' J„^^-^ 'V\, ,» f , + y, ci *• t w^ c o -i V, n T -i ^ V "i c "^ <"• n ^ G h "^ '^ ':>UUSeMUCilC L»UU.^ei_0. Ali"- Ul.i1>-^1. j^ <^ ^ J J- ty J- -.- -». .- } ^ -^ >- .i__
torical data available in the school to build the model
and predict a budget for which a realized value already
exists. In other words if budgetary data is available
in a useable form from 1950 to 1970, use 1950 's data to
build the model and then predict 1951's budget, 1951's
to predict 1952's, and so on until 1969's data is used to
predict 1970 's budget. It would seem to this author that
this approach is more promising than the predict and wait
alternative. Once the predictions have been made, ir-
regardless of which approach is used, and actual budget
realizations are available, the predicted and realized
value are compared and an error frequency dist -ibution is
constructed for the prediction errors. ^^ Once this has
^ ^Joiies




been accomplished it is then possible to repeat the same
procedure using any existing model the school has been
using or any other models o£ interest. Comparison of the
various results will then provide information relative




IV. APPLICATION OF THE INPUT -OUTPUT COST MODEL TO THE
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL
In order to demonstrate the manner in which a school
may be cast into the input -output framework and to show
some of its uses the general model will be applied to the
Naval Postgraduate School. To simplify the understanding
of the application of this model, or for that fact any
other model, to a school it is necessary to become famil-
iar with the basic operation of the school.
The Naval Postgraduate School primarily confers de-
grees at the Master of Science level. The School also
confers baccalaureate, engineer, and doctoral -level de-
grees. Table II presents a listing of the various cur-
ricula offered by the School. For the most part student
input occurs twice a year and the various Master's level
programs are of approximately eight quarters, or two years,
duration. The instruction presented by the Scliool comes
from a faculty organized into the academic departments
listed in Table III. The faculty is required also to sup-
port and maintain an active research program in addition
to its teaching responsibility. The faculty is composed
principally of civilian professors with some military in-
structor supplementation. Student organization and control
is provided through the military-directed program elements
listed in Table IV. This program organization assists in
the student's academic development as well as ccomplishing
necessary academic and military related record-keeping
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Computer Systems Management 36 7
Management 814 and 817
Mathematics 430
Naval Engineering 570
Operations Research/Systems Analysis 360
Nuclear Engineering (Effects) 521
Underwater Physics Systems 535
Ordnance Systems Eiigineeiing 5 50









Material Science and Chemistry Department
Operations Analysis Department**




Business Administration and Economics Department**
Oceanography Department
* Extracted ircm the Naval I'ost "raduate School Latalo<^uc
for 1970-1972.
**These two academic departments were merged in 1971 to




Table IV. Program Elements at the Naval Postgraduate School*
Aeronautical Engineering Programs
Electronics and Communications Engineering Programs
Ordnance Engineering Programs
Naval Engineering Programs
Environm.ent al Sciences Programs








functions. Academic assistance is provided through the
program office serving as an interface between the stu-
dent and the academic departments in establishing and co-
ordinating elective sequences, determining curricula re-
quirements, and in other related activities. The curricula
offered by the School are designed to fulfill specific re-
quirements within the Navy and hence subject to review and
approval by agencies external to the School.
Having presented this brief description of the opera-
tion of the Naval Postgraduate School, it is now possible
to cast the School into the input-output framework de-
veloped in Chapter III. For the purposes of this thesis
the outputs of the School are considered to be graduates
and f acuity research.^' A graduate, ratiicr than a studunt,
was chosen as the output measure because the graduate was
initially considered to be more representative of an out-
put measure. The use of a graduate rather than a student
also simplified the data collection effort. It should be
noted that with this particular output measure it would
be possible for an individual to attend the school, place
demands on the system, and never be counted as output.
The chance of this happening at the Postgraduate School
is not too great, however, due to the awarding of JDiplomas
of Completion to those individuals not qualifying for a
2 It
Graduates were considered to include th se individ-
uals who received "Diplomas of Completion" as ill as ac-
tual academic degrees. This was done as tliesi individuals
did in fact complete a full course of instruction.
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degree. Further discussion of output measures and their
impact on phase I and phase II of the total research ef-
fort will be discussed later. Inputs to these output
elements in addition to faculty instruction hours and
faculty research effort hours consist of manhours of sup-
port from such activities as the library, computer center,
and other similar School elements. The structure of the
School, Section I of the model developed in Chapter III,
was taken to be the configuration established in conjunc-
tion with the School's Resource Management System. ^^ This
system has identified 44 data collection points or cost
centers and the procedures for the collection of data re-
lated to resource utilization and expenditures. The in-
put data available from this reporting scheme is limited
to the total number of manhours and total amount of expen-
ditures for each of the data collection points. Provisions
have been included for the use of work unit measures in
this accounting scheme, however, only a few such measures
have been identified. These 44 cost centers, icith minor
modifications , have been taken to be the framework for the
School, or Section I of the model. The fiscal year-end
reports prepared in conjunction with the Resource Manage-
ment System have provided total manhour and dollar expen-
ditures for each of the cost centers in the school. The
2 5
Naval Postgraduate School Instruction 7110. IC,
Subject: Management of Resources, 14 October 970.
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42 elements that vv^ere used in the final construction of the
square matrix of Section I of the model are listed in Table
V.
The summary data contained in the Ri4S reports for fis-
cal year 1970 vvas used to construct the tabular model for
the Postgraduate School. Since this data consisted of a
total number of manhours and dollar expenditures for each
element of the school, the M. and the 0. respectively in
terms of Table I and Figure 3, it was necessary to develop
procedures to construct the individual rov; entries which
produced the individual M- 's and 0. 's. This was necessary
^ 11 ^
for the solution of equations (3) and (5) in the process
of using the model to predict future requirements. If the
individual cost centers mainrairicd info rmat ion in such a
way that the amount of support provided to itself and other
school elements would have been available, these procedures
would not have been necessary. To accomplish I he appor-
tioning of each row sum into the individual SX. . and BX^
.
components , which represent respectively the level of the
i^^^ cost center's input to the j th cost center and the amount
of resource t required for the j "th graduate, seven basic
population aggregations for the School were identified.
These groupings were selected by looking at the work ac-
complished by each of the 42 cost centers in the School and
identifying for each cost center a population element that
primarily consumed its service. For example, the cost cen-
ter concerned with civilian personnel actions -rovided its
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Table V. The Support Establishment of the Naval Postgraduate
School*
Aeronautical Engineering Programs











Material Science and Chemistry Department
Operations Analysis Department




Business Administration and Economics Department
Oceanography Department






















*Extracted from NPS Inst 7110. IC; Management of Resources;
dated 19 October 1970.
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service to civilian employees o£ the School and not to mili-
tary personnel assigned to the School. The seven groupings
finally chosen were School civilian and military staff plus
graduate population, civilian population, military staff
plus graduate population, faculty plus graduate population,
program area population, faculty population, and total ex-
penditures. A complete break out of the 42 School cost
centers listed by the population grouping used to apportion
their total manhours is shovm in Table VI. Having identi-
fied the population groupings, a representative individual
row entry for a primary civilian function would be calcula-
ted in the following manner.
cTTT ^,, >, ^Civilian T^opulation for school elem.ent i •.
•^ total civilian population
Similar calculations were made for each of the other six
population groupings until each row sum had been apportioned
into its individual elements. These individual entries were
then used to construct the square matrix of Section I of the
model. The entries further serve to identify the inputs,
outputs, and related flows that exist in the school since
they portray the i'^'^ activity's input to the j "^^ activity.
The reader is reminded that these entries in the model are
all in terms of manhours.
The data for Section II, the output elements, of the
model was gathered from two different sources. First, the
Resource Management System reports were used to obtain the
number of manhours and dollar expeiditures that each academic
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Table VI. Apportioning Scheme for Cost Center Manhour Totals*
School civilian and military
staff plus graduate population








Director of Administrative Department
First Lieutenant



















* Data by cost center had been maintained by the Educational
Media Department and the Computer Center and so no population
apportioning of their manhour totals was required. The
eleven academic departments and the Aviation Safety Program





department devoted to research. Second, records available
within the school were reviewed and the number of graduates
by degree area for fiscal year 1970 were determined. With
these figures, it was then possible to consult the Naval
Postgraduate School Catalogue for 1970-1972 and to deter-
mine the total teaching requirement in terms of instruc-
tional hours for each of the academic departments for the
1970 graduation level and mix. This was possible since
the Catalogue assigns responsibility for each course of-
fered by the School to a specific academic department. The
Catalogue further identifies the curricula requirements nec-
essary to obtain a given degree. In this present scheme
elective hours were assigned arbitrarily to the graduate's
degree area, e.g. course hours for electives for graduates
receiving physics degrees were added to the instruction
demands placed on the Physics Department, for degrees in
operations analysis to the Operations Analysis Department,
and so on. Also included in this Section of the model were
inputs, in manhours , from those other School activities
whose functions had been related to graduate population,
military population, or program area population.
The data for the remainder of the model. Sections III
and IV, was obtained from the Resource Management System
reports or from other internal elements of the School.
Expenditure data for each of the School elements and for
research effort was obtained from the Resource Management
System reports. The authorized number and gra^ structure
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of civilian and military staff members was obtained from the
School's manpower listing [13]. This data provided the indi-
vidual entries for the BX . and DL|.i,> the resource levels
required respectively to produce the j th or k^h output
,
components in the model. With this brief explanation of
the elements of the Naval Postgraduate School and the de-
scription of the functional -based population elements used
to apportion total outputs and total expenditures it is
possible to construct a specific model for the School in the
framework of Figure 3. The actual framework used for the
School with sample entries is shown in Figure 5.
In applying the input-output model to the Naval Post-
graduate School it was desired to investigate the capability
of the model to accomplish four possible acrions. First,
it was desired to determine expenditure forecasts for a
given level and mix of graduates. Second, it was desired
to examine the effect of changes to the School elements or
output areas. Caution must be exercised in dealing with
changes in the elements of the model. Linear approximations
within the vicinity of an operational point are all that can
be expected to hold. This process may be viewed also as de-
veloping the Taylors' series expansion about a particular
point and neglecting all but the linear terms. Third, it
was desired to portray the interrelationships of School
and output elements by identification of inputs, outputs,
and related flows. Finally, it was desired to be able to
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* Denotes that these figures represent the total dollar
expenditure in each category that is devoted to research
** Each element listed in Table V appears as a row and a
column. Row entries are in manhours
.





to analyze the expenditure changes that occur as a result
of adding or deleting a graduate output area.
In discussing the output generated in exercising the
model only percentages and trends of expenditures will be
presented since this simplifies presentation of the re-
sults. Full information relating to the actual numbers
obtained is available at the Postgraduate School. Table
VII contains percentage results of using the fiscal year
1970 data base to backcast fiscal year 1969 expenditures
and to forecast fiscal year 1971 expenditures. The values
expressed in the Table are percentage differences, in dol
lar terms, between the forecast and realized expenditure,
with the realized expenditure used as the base.^^ The
column heading, iHCulty preparation factor, concerns the
amount of time allowed in a given curriculum for faculty
instructional efforts . It was decided during the initial
design of the School model to start with a factor of two
(this means that a faculty member was allowed two -hours
preparation time for each instructional hour) and to vary
the factor from this initial value. This factor was intro
duced since clearly a faculty member devotes more time to
a graduate than just the three or four classroom instruc-
tion hours of a particular course. Time expended by the
faculty member for lecture preparation, test preparation
2 6
The operation used to calculate the Tab e entries
can be expressed as follows:
r, ^ ::-rr For o c as t ( $ ) - Ro al i z at ion ( $
)













BACKCAST +18.9% +8.6'^ +0.8%
FY 19 71
FORECAST + 7.81 -1.6% -8.6%
*Note : A plus percentage factor indicates that the dollar
forecast vvas greater than the dollar realization
while a negative factor was less
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and grading, thesis assistance, and other similar activities
should be attributed to graduate output. In order to account
for this the model was exercised with those factors contain-
ed in Table VII. This varying of the faculty preparation
factor merely amounts to a parametric analysis in an attempt
to improve the prediction ability of the model. This is per-
missible since the model has been viewed as a pure prediction
model. As the reader can observe, the arithmetic value of
the sum of the two error predictions decreases greatly be-
tween 2.0 and 2.5 and increases slightly between 2.5 and
3.0. When the prediction errors are considered as a vector
of the absolute values the 2.5 factor is associated with a
vector prediction error which dominates the 2.0 factor.
The 3.0 factor dominates the 2.0 factor but not Lhe 2.5 fac-
tor.
Two observations relative to the results displayed in
Table VII are appropriate. First, there were some changes
in the manhour and expenditure reporting scheme of the Re-
source Management System between fiscal years 1969 and 1970.
These changes resulted in the transfer of responsibility for
reporting manhours and expenditures among some of the cost
centers. The result of a change such as this will reduce
the accuracy of forecasts unless the coefficients for the
school elements involved are modified to reflect these
changes prior to computation of a forecast. The type of
change referred to here would involve, for exa-iple, a trans-
fer of the reporting responsibility for person el between
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any two or more elements of the school. These changes were
not accounted for and hence affect the fiscal year 1969
backcast from the fiscal year 1970 data base. Second, there
was a failure to allow for civilian and military pay raises
in the original formulation of the model. This discrepancy
is easily overcome as shown in the final School model de-
picted in Figure 5. By listing military. and civilian pay
as individual vector entries in Section III of the model
it is possible to include the percentage raise for each
group as a constant multiplier in the appropriate rows. The
current reporting scheme for the School separates military
and civilian pay and so this modification is not a problem.
The incremental cost of one more graduate predicted
by the model may be interpreted m alternative ways. It
is not inappropriate to interpret that the school is in
fact in a true state of long-run equilibrium. In this case
the costs predicted by the "model for the addition of one
more graduate should be representative of the long-run
costs associated with steady-state conditions. It is
doubtful, however, that such long-run equilibrium conditions
existed during the period investigated. This is exemplified










Even though the existence of true equilibrium is ques-
tionable, it would be inappropriate to go to the complete
other extreme and conclude that the School cannot vary any
of its resource usages. In the middle ground is the short-
run which is considered to be that period in which some but
not all resource usages may be varied. The School's staff
employment policies and the existence of faculty tenure
represent examples of two specific areas where resource
commitments for several years are incurred. For example,
instructor contracts must be written generally for periods
in excess of a year and tenure can preclude, or at least
complicate, short notice faculty strength reductions. Thus,
even though the input-output model might predict a decreased
instructional requirement for a particular acadeinic depart-
ment it would not usually be practical to reduce the faculty
size of that department in the short- run. This phenomenon
could lead to the existence of excess instructional resources
in such quantities that additional students could be added at
no marginal cost. Since the initial development of the in-
put-output model does not account for such resource im.mobil-
ities, the predicted costs for short-run operation will be
biased upwards where there exist excess resources due to
long-run commitments.
The use of a student rather than a graduate as the out-
put measure should reduce the size of the incremental cost
prediction. This should occur since the. addition of these
School members will reduce the size of some of the coeffi-
cients in l-ection I of the model. This change would also
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seem to be more satisfying conceptually since the School's
resources are consumed by all students, not just graduates.
The model did appear, in the author's opinion, to be
able to provide a consistent ranking of the different grad-
uate area incremental costs. It would seem to be intuitive-
ly consistent to expect the incremental costs of engineering
or science graduates to be greater than those of management
or business -oriented graduates. This is in fact exactly
what the model does predict. Table VIII lists the decreas-
ing incremental cost sequence for a selected group of degree
areas at the Postgraduate School. Time constraints did not
allow the development of an exhaustive list for all degree
areas since each calculation required the manual computation
of the output requirements for the additional graduate. For
this reason incremental costs for degree areas that were
considered by the author to be representative of the differ-
ent types of instruction provided by the school were computed,
e.g. engineering, science, and management science. The
arithmetic ratio listed with each degree area is a ratio of
predicted dollars using the Master of Science in Management
(with a 2.5 faculty preparation factor) incremental cost as
the base cost. Specifically,
- .^, ^. r. ^ Degree Incremental Cost ($)Arithmetic Ratio =
,,t- xt ^
—
ts f ^ i r-^^t- r <f^MS, Mgt Degree Incremental Cost($j
In the author's opinion the current predicted incremen-
tal cost of an additional graduate using the model appears to
be too large. This conclusion has been reachc . after discus-
sions with school officials, comparison of the predicted
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Table VIII. Decreasing Incremental Cost Sequence for Selected
Degree Areas at the Naval Postgraduate School
Degree Area Arithmetic Ratio
Master o£ Science, Electrical Engineering* 2.37
Master of Science, Oceanography 1.64
Master of Science, Operations Analysis 1.37
Master of Science, Management 1.00
*This is for a graduate of curriculum number 5 70 in the
Naval Engineering Program area. This incremental cost
was the largest of the degree areas investigated.
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incremental costs to costs at other schools, from analysis
of previous studies and reports relating to average costs
prepared by School officials, and the discussion contained
in the proceeding paragraphs concerning short-run costs
and resource mobility.
The model was not exercised to demonstrate its use in
examining the effect of changes in School elements. It is
not difficult to envision, however, how this problem would
be handled. In the case of an addition or deletion, the
appropriate change is made to either the matrix of Section
I of the model or to the output listing of Section II of
the model. Once this has been done the new values of the
M.'s or N.'s, the total intermediate and final requirements11 ^
respectively for the ^"^'^ cost ceiiter's iiiput , are co?"'puted
and the prediction procedure is accomplished in the usual




the i'^^'^ cost center's input level to another cost
center or a graduate respectively, values are corrected and
once again the prediction is computed in the normal manner.
The inputs, outputs, and related flows that go together
to comprise the School are depicted ultimately in the com-
plete tableau of the School. Figure 5 portrays the general
framework of the model and is illustrative of the type of
information available in the tabular formulation. Examina-
tion of the individual rows and columns of this tableau
specifically identifies the inputs and outputs and, more im-
portantly, the interrelated flows. For example, the flow
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involving the Engineering Science Program is depicted in
Figure 6. This particular program has no direct output
since its primary purpose is to provide courses for in-
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V. SUMMARY AND AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY
In summary, it has been shown that input-output pro-
cedures can be applied to the construction o£ a cost model
for an educational institution. It has been shown that
the modification of the classical Leontieff model into the
tableau form of the "Electric" Five-Year Defense Plan can
provide a model for the school that is limited in detail
only by the level for which meaningful data is available.
The relatively simplistic mathematics and supporting tab-
leaus for the model \<ere developed.
The procedures developed for the general case were
applied to the Naval Postgraduate School and the model was
exercised to determine the ability oi the modci to forecast
budgets for a given level and mix of graduates ; to examine
the effects of changes to School elements or output areas;
to portray the interrelationships that exist both inter-
nally in the School and externally in the output of the
School; and to predict incremental costs for a given output
area. The results in each of these areas were encouraging.
As a result of the research conducted for the prepara-
tion of this thesis there seems to be, at least to this
author, three areas in which the use of input-output cost
models can be of immediate general use. First, the casting
of an organization into the input-output framework and the
resulting explicit identification of the inputs, outputs,
and related flows can assist the manager in bei.ter under-
standing the operation of his organization. Second, if used
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in a manner as discussed in Chapter IV on the application
of the model to the Postgraduate School the predictions can
be used at least to indicate the existence of excess or
deficit resources. In this case the manager can then in-
vestigate those areas where excesses or deficits are pre-
dicted in more detail to determine if any immediate action
is required. For example, it may turn out that an excess
resource does exist. With this knowledge it may be possi-
ble to reduce costs in some other area of the organization
by making better use of the existing excess resource.
Finally, it should be possible to begin to build actual or-
ganizational input-output models using procedures similar
to those described in this thesis. Once the models have
been constructed it will be pos::>ible lo initiate validation
tests and upon successful validation to begin to use them
in ways similar to those previously discussed.
There are several areas which seem to be suitable for
further study and research effort in relation to the use of
input-output procedures in cost modelling. The comments
that follow will refer specifically to the model of the
Naval Postgraduate School since it is the model to be used
in subsequent efforts. First, a better method of deter-
mining the amount of output that each element of the School
provides as input for itself, other School elements, and
output elements should be developed. This will mean, es-
sentially, the definition of output m.easures for each ele-
ment of the School and the maintenance of dat? relative to
the amount of support provided to .mother School element oi'
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output area. Efforts devoted to this area should prove most
fruitful, in this author's opinion, as this will allow a
more accurate identification of the School interrelation-
ships than did the seven populations used in this thesis.
This more accurate identification of support requirements
should also help to refine and improve the budget fore-
casts and incremental costs predicted by the model.
A second area for further study relates to the output
measures for the School. This area is related closely to
the problem just discussed, and could be addressed either
independently or concurrently with the first area. The
use of a graduate as an output measure leads to fluctua-
tions in resource demands placed on the School that in fact
do not occur. For the most part, cnrolliueiit at the School
does not change drastically from one year to the next. In
a small school (such as the Naval Postgraduate School with
its enrollment of approximately 1800 students) the use of
graduates as the output measure can lead to unrealistic
predictions. A much more meaningful output measure would
seem to be total students aggregated on the basis of degree
or program area. This particular output measure was not
used in this thesis since it was believed that the output
measure chosen for initial use in phase I of the total re-
search effort would not have too drastic an effect on the
results obtained. As mentioned earlier, the use of a grad-
uate also served to expedite the construction cf the first
empirical model due to the fact that data v;as :ore readily
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available for a graduate than a student. It is interesting
to note again at this point the results displayed in Table
VII. As mentioned previously in Chapter IV, the student to
graduate ratio for the School is slightly larger than two
to one. The reader will observe from Table VII that the
closest prediction for the fiscal year 1971 forecast lies
somewhere between a faculty prediction factor of 2.0 and
2.5. This faculty prediction factor has the same effect
on the forecast as increasing the number of graduates by
the amount of the factor. This results since either ac-
tion has only a multiplicative effect on Section II of the
model. The closeness of the predicted and realized values
with this 2.0 and 2.5 factor included would seem to rein-
force the value of conducting additional re-^earch with the
output measure taken as the student. As has been indicated,
the requirement for further research in these first two
areas has been discovered as a result of the current auth-
or's research and thus relate to phase I of the overall re-
search strategy. For the most part, they have been discovered
as a result of the construction and empirical use of the
actual model for the Naval Postgraduate School. It is pos-
sible that these two refinements of the model will terminate
phase I of the research effort.
Finally, it would be desirable for the model to be able
to answer or to address problems relating to segmentation,
the grouping of students into an instructional group. Further
efforts along this line will require redefinition of Section
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II of the model in such a manner as to account for actually
placing the students into a planned class or section struc-
ture so that instructional resource requirements can be
determined on a group rather than individual basis. A pos-
sible solution to the segmentation issue might result from
identification of the output measure for a time period less
than a full academic year. In this case the output measure
would become, for the Naval Postgraduate School, the number
of students in a given degree area for a particular quarter
of the school year. The advantage of this approach is that
the model would depict the current status of the School's
resources in a time frame that coincides with the normal
scheduling function. With this approach the model would be
utilized four times recursively to generate ^r, a'inual pre-
diction. These procedures should not be confused with a
separate quarterly scheduling algorithm. What is desired
is a method of linking projected output througli the model
to the School's available resources so that planning fac-
tors for segmentation might possibly be developed. These
factors would then provide information about the size of
instructional groups for different output areas. Efforts
in this area, as mentioned in Chapter I, will be conducted
during phase II. Progress in this particular area will be
extremely valuable to the School as it will assist in the
explicit identification and determination of instructor
requirements. Solution of this problem will aid the School
in answering important questions relating to xcess or def-
icit instructor resources.

APPENDIX A: EMPIRICAL DATA FOR NAVAL POSTGMDUATE SCHOOL
MODEL
This Appendix consists of two tables. Table I con-
tains the [I-S-.] square matrix for the Naval Postgraduate
School used for computation of the fiscal year 1971 fore-
cast. This data is fiscal year 1970 historical data. This
matrix allows for a 2.5 faculty preparation factor in Sec-
tion II of the complete model. Table II contains tv;o vec-
tors. These vectors are respectively the product of the
[G., ] matrix (output requirements) and L^ vector (output .
level) and the normalized [B . ] matrix which as used in
^ J
preliminary runs was a single vector containing the nor-
malized FY 1970 total dollar expenditures of each of the
cost centers. For each of the vectors, row one contains
entries 1-6, row 2 entries 7-12, row 3 entries 13-18, row
4 entries 19-24, row 5 entries 25-30, row 6 entries 31-36,
and row 7 entries 37-42. These 42 total entries are for
the 42 cost centers contained in Section I of the model.
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TABLE I. [I-S..] TABULAR ENTRIES FOR THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE
-' SCHOOL
ROW( 1)
1.000 0.0 CO CO CO 0.0 CO 0.0CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO 0.0 CO CO
0.0 0.0 CO CO o.c CO o.c 0.0
c.c CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 o.c
RCW( 2)
o.c l.COC CO 0.0 O.c CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 c.c CO COCO 0.0 CO CO o.c CO CO 0.0
0.0 0.0 CO o.c CO cc c.c CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 o.c
RnW( 3)
0.0 0.0 1 .000 0.0 0.0 c.c CO CO
0.0 0.0 o.c 0.0 CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 o.c CO 0.0 CO c.c CO COCO CO o.c 0.0 CO 0.0 CO 0.0CO o.c CO 0.0 CO cc CO '^
\J *_' I ; • «^t
CCW( 4)
0.0 o.c CO l.CCO CO c.c 0.0 Q,Q
0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c CO c.c CO CO
0.0 0.0 CO . o.c CO 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 CO 0.0 CO c.c CO COCO 0.0 CO CO CO CO CO 0.0CO o.c
•«riw( 5)
0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0 1.000 CO CO COCO CO CO CO CO 0.0 CO 0.0
0.0 CO o.c CO CO CO c.c COCO CO CO 0.0 0.0 o.c CO CO
0.0 CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO COCO 0.0
RCW( 6)
0.0 CO 0.0 CO CO l.CCO CO CO
0.0 CO 0.0 0.0 CO c.c CO CO
0.0 CO 0.0 CO CO CO CO .0
0.0 0.0 CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C
.
0.0 CO CO CO
o.c 0. c
Rnw( 7)
0.048 -0.119 -0.062 -0 .129 - 0.100 -0.269 l.OCO 0.0
0. 125 o.c o.c o.c 0.0 0.0 CO CO
0.0 CO CO CO CO 0. CO COCO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 o.c CO 0. c CO cc CO CO
0.0 CO
RCV'( 8)
0.0 o.c CO 0.0 o.c c.c CO 1.000
0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO c.c CC CO
o.c CO CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO 0.0
0.0 o.c CO CO CO CO '" . CO




0.0 o.c 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.c o.c CO
1.000 o.c CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 CO CO CO CO c.c cc CO
0.0 CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 o.c CO CO
0.0 CO CO CO CO c.c O.c CO
0.0 0.0
ROW(lO)
o.c CO CO O.c CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.273 CO CO CO cc CO CO
0.0 CO 0.0 0.0 CO o.c 0.0 0.0
0.0 CO CO CO CO c.c CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO o.c CO
0.0 CO
RGW( 11)
0.0 0.0 CO 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 0. c C276 cc CO CO CO CO
0.0 CO CO o.c CO c.c O.c COCO CO CO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO
o.c CO CO o.c CO CO cc CO
0.0 CO
F.CW(12)
0.0 CO CO CO CO c.c CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 C7C5 CO u . c CO CO
0.0 CO CO 0.0 CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 o.c CO O.C CO cc c.c CO
0.0 CO CO 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 0.
POW( 13)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO CO
0.0 CO CO CO 0.262 CO CO 0,0CO CO CO CO CO cc c.c COCO 0.0 0.0 .0 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 o.c CO O.C CO CO o.c CO
0.0 0.0
;.CW(]4)CO r. p CO vj . CO c . c C 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO C.681 CO CO
0.0 CO CO O.C CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 o.c 0.0 CO o.c CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO c.c CO ccCO CO
_ ROW( 15)
0.0 o.c 0.0 .0 0.0 CO CO 0.0CO o.c CO Co CO CO C 6 1
8
CO
0.0 0.0 CO CO CO c.c CO COCO CO CO 0.0 CO CO CO CO
0.0 CO CO C cc c.c CO CO
0.0 o.c
RCVJ(16)CO 0.0 O.c CO o.c cc cc CO
0.0 CO 0.0 O.C CO c.c CO 0.334
0.0 CO CO CO 0.0 CO CO o.c
0.0 o.c CO O.C 0.0 c.c c.c COCO 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO 0.0CO CO
ROU( 17)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO COCO CO CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.377 CO CO CO CO c.c cc COCO 0,0 o.c 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 o.c CO o.c CO cc O.c CO
0.0 0.0
RCW(18)
0.0 CO 0.0 CO o.c CO CO CO
0.0 o.c CO CO 0.0 cc c.c 0.0
o.c 0.^21 CO CO CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 0.0 CO CO c.c CO c.c CO




" W I i V »
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 O.C CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.746 CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 CO 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 O.C O.C CO CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 O.C
RCW(20)
0.0 O.C CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.C CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.479 CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 O.C O.C O.C CO O.C CO CO
0.0 O.C 0.0 CO CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 0.
RCW(21)
0.212 -0.524 -0.275 -0.569 -0.444 -1.139 CO -0.510
0.553 0. C CO CO 0.0 CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 CO CO l.COO CO CO CO
0.0 O.C 0.0 0.0 CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 CO CO CO CO CO 0.0
0.0 0.0
RCW(22)
o.c -0.C27 CO CO O.C CO CO CO
0.0 -O.OlA -0.012 -C .019 -0.C18 -C.C21 -C.C19 -0.012
0.015 -0.019 -0.021 -CC19 -0.002 0.996 CO -0.001
0.0 0.0 CO C U CO CO CO CO
0.0 -0.023 0.0 0.0 O.C O.C CO COCO 0.
PrW(23)
0.0 -0.C33 0.0 0.0 O.C CO CO CO
0.0 -C.C17 -0.014 -C.C23 -0.C21 -C025 -C023 -0.014
0.019 -C.02 3 -0.025 -CG23 -0.0C2 -C.CC5 l.OCO -0.001CO 0.0 0.0 CO 0.0 0.0 CO CO
0.0 -0.028 CO CO CO O.C CO CO
0.0 0.0
PCW(24)
0,0 CO CO 0.0 ^ g.o CO
0.0 < 1 . u ,u — L' • <J ij b U . sj V . L CO
C023 -0.03 4 0.0 -0.013 0.0 C .0 CO 0.580
0.0 0.0 CO CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO O.C 0.0
0.0 O.C
p r M ( 2 5 )
0.339 --n.840 -0.440 -0.911 -0.711 0.0 CO CO
0.PP6 C C O.C CO CO CO CO CO
0.0 0.0 CO C'O CO CC 0.0 CO
1.000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO
0.0 CO O.C CO O.C CO CO CO
0.0 O.C
RCW(26)
. C C 9 -0.C29 -0.008 -0.011 -0.009 -C019 CC -0.013
0.006 -0.014 -0.021 -0.029 -0.0C6 - f" . C ? ^ -CC20 -0.012
CC26 -0.008 -0.0 84 -0.023 -0.032 -6.126 -C'.040 -0 .036
0.0 0.775 -CCC5 -0.081 -0.C19 -CCC7 -C021 -CC2 7
0.001 -0.104 -0.002 -0.001 0.0 -0.011 -C . 087 -0.043
0.027 C C
R0W(27)
0.025 -0.024 -0.022 -0.024 -0.024 -0.0 20 -C.017 -0.021
0.031 -0.C3C -CC33 -0.^33 -0.03-7 -0.034 -0.0 30 -0.034
0.038 -0.03 8 -CC34 -0.036 -0.029 -C02C -CC26 -0.03C
O.OIA -0.02 2 0.984 -0.020 -0.017 -G.033 -C.C17 -0.014
0.012 -0.0 30 -0.016 -0.011 -0.0C9 -0.027 -C031 -0.015
0.012 -0.033
PCW(28)
O.OOA -0.003 -CCC4 -0.0C5 -0.004 -C0C6 -C0C8 -0.006
•0.006 -0.009 -0.010
-C008 -0.013 - C . C 1
1
-0.012 -0.012
coil -0.012 -0.009 -0.012 -0.013 -CC15 -C . ! 3 -0.012
0.005 - . 1
1
-coca 0.989 -O.0C6 -0.012 -0.001 -C004





0.054 -0.051 -0.047 -0.0 51 -0.051 -0.043 -0.038 -0.046
0.C67 -0.066 -0.071 -0.070 -0.081 -0.074 -0.064 -0.074
0.082 -0.C81 -0.074 -0.077 -0.062 -C.C42 -0.C56 -0.C79
0.031 -0.047 -0.034 -0.043 0.918 -0.073 -0.038 -0.031
C,02~f
-0.C65 -0.035 -0.024 -0.019 -CC59 -C068 -0.032
0.025 -0.072
RCW(30)
0.085 -0. 180 -0.074 -0. 106 -0.079 -0.077 -0.107 -0.165
0.080 -C.079 -0.07C) -0,067 -0.085 -C.C79 -0.079 -0.086
C.C73 -0.084 -0.077 -0,080 -0.093 -0.097 -O.C 84 .0
0.090 -0.C71 -0.073 -0.071 -0.067 C.916 -0.058 -0.063
0.085 -0.096 -0.061 -0 .055 -0.058 -0.070 -0.C72 -C.05C
C.125 -0.059
Rnw( 31)
0.010 -0.028 -0.009 -0.013 -0.009 -0.007 -0.010 -0.022
0.0C7 -0.003 -0.003 -0.002 0.0 -0.001 CO -O.OCl
0.0 -O.OCl -0.003 -0.0C2 -O.C02 CO CO
O.OIC 0.0 -0.004 0.0 -0.005 -0.001 0.991 -0.007
0.CC8 -0.006 -C.OIO -0.003 -0.010 -0.006 -CCIO -0.003
0.021 -0.011
^0<{32)
C.C40 -0.111 -0.035 -0.050 -0.037 -CC27 -CC38 -0.087
0.028 -0.013 -0.011 -0.CC9 0.0 -C.CC4 0.0 -0.003
0.0 -0.003 -0.012 -O.OCS -0.008 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.038 0.0 -0.014 O.C -0.018 -0.0C4 -0.037 0.973
0.032 -0.022 -0.040 -0.011 -0.041 -0.025 -0.038 -0.012
0.C83 -0. 041
RGW(33)
0.01° -0.040 -0.017 -0 .024 -0.018 -0.017 -0.024 -0,037
0.018 -0. 018 -C.CIB -0.015 -0.019 -0.018 -0.018 -0,019
0.016 -0.019 -0.017 -0.020 -0.C21 -C.C22 -CC19 -0.018
0.02 -0.016 -0.016 -0 .016 -0.015 -0.019 -0.013 -0.014
0.981 -0.021 -C.C14 -0.012 -0.013 -C016 -0.016 -0.011
0.028 -0.013
FC^'(34)
r\ r> ri r\ n A r, n r, n r .'. "x ,-.\J « V' \j « 'J 'J . vj \J » \J <J . VJ \y m \j U . W o . >
J
.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO C.C 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 o.c CO CO CO O.C CO
0.0 0.165 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO 0.0
0.0 0.0
RnH(35)
O.Oll" -0.032 -0.010 -0.014 -0.011 -0.0 08 -0.011 -0.025
o.oce -0. CC4 -0.003 -o;oc2 CO -0.001 CO -0.001
0.0 -0.001 -0.003 -0.002 -0.002 cc CC CO
0.011 0.0 -0.004 0.0 -0.005 -0.001 -0.011 -0.0C8
o.cc*^ -0.006 0.989 -C0C3 -0.012 -0.007 -con -0.003
0.024 -0.012
RCW(36)
0.018 -0.04Q -0.015 -0.0 22 -0.016 -CC12 -^.017 -0.039
0.012 -0.006 -0 .005 -0.004 0.0 -0,002 CO -0.001
o.c -0.001 -0.005 -0,003 -0.0C4 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.017 0.0 -0.0C6 CO -0.0 08 -C.002 -C017 -0.012
0.014 -0.010 -0.018 0.995 -0.018 -0.0 11 -0.017 -0.005
0.037 -0. 018
ROW (37)
0.040 -0.110 -0.035 -0.049 -0.037 -0.027 -0.038 -0.087
0.028 -0.013 -0.011 -0.CC9 O.r^ -0.004 CO -0.0C3
0.0 -0.003 -0.012 -0.008 -0.008 CO CO CO
0.038 0.0 -0.014 0.0 -0.0 18 -0.004 -0.037 -0.026
0.032 -0.022 -C.C40 -0.011 0.959 -C.024 -0,038 -0.0120.083 -0.041
RCV!(38)
•0.CC2 -0.004 -0.001 -0.002 -COOl -O.OCl -COOl -0.003
0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 C.C CO COCO 0.0 0.0 CO CO 0.0 0.0 O.C
0.0 0.0 -0.001 0.0 -O.OCl CO -CCOl -0.001
0.001 -0.001
-0.0C2 0.0 -0.002 0.999 -:,cci 0.0




0.003 -0.008 -0.003 -0 .004 -0.003 -0.0C2 -0.003 -0.0C7
0.CC2 -G. 001 -0.001 -O.CCl 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.001 -O.OCl -C.OCl CO 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.001 0.0 "0.001 0.0 -0.003 -0.0C2
0.C02 -0.002 -0.003 -O.OCl -0.003 -0.0 C2 0.997 -0.001
0.006 -0.003
PCW(40)
0.002 -C.0C9 -0.003 -0.004 -0.003 -0.CC2 -0.C03 -0.007
0.002 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 0.0 CO 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.001 -0.001 -0.001 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 -0.001 0.0 -O.OCl 0.0 -0.003 -0.0C2
0.003 -0.002 -0.003 -0.001 -0.003 -0.0 02 -0.0C3 0.999
0.CC7 -0.003
FrVJ(41)
0.008 -0.021 -0.007 -0.010 -0.007 -0.005 -0.007 -0.017
0.0C5 -0.002 -O.C02 -0.002 0.0 -0.001 0.0 -0.001
0.0 0.0 -0.002 -0.001 -0.0C2 CO 0.0 0.0
0.CC7 0.0 -0.003 0.0 -0.004 -0.001 -0.007 -0.005
0.0C6 -O.OOA -0.008 -0.002 -0,008 -0.005 -0.007 -0.002
0.984 -0.008
PCV.'(42)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 CO CO 0.0




TABLE II. FISCAL YEAR 1971 OUTPUT REQUIREMENTS (MANHOURS)
AND FISCAL YEAR 1970 NOR^MALIZED COST CENTER
EXPENDITURES (DOLLARS) FOR THE NAVAL POSTGRADUATE
SCHOOL
VECTC^ 1
2857.300 6C97.199 5549.098 2811. ICO 4488.000 10787.797
0.0 9189.000 9531.500 10004. CCC 45634.000 669C7.5C0
10584.500 71291. OCC 25873.000 22696.000 14196. OCO 37419.500
61555.000 20336.000 37561. COO O.C 499^i9.C78 23760. OCC
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 134166.063
24C71.078 946C4.50C 29964.000 3429. COO 27058.398 41913.277
94257.375 3861.210 7118.719 769C.75e 18350.680 14564.316
VFCTOR 2
7.476 7.100 6.601 7.C97
5.278 6.458 9.289 7.194
9.376 6.934 8.366 6.648
8.170 7.938 4.343 11.166
4.260- 6.549 4.726 6.031
5.262 4.260 3.725 9.121
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